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Schedule of classes change for next year
Meganlee

pand the noon hour schedule holdI freshmen andtransfers) mean that
three-day-a-week classes.
we [arts and sciences] have to run
They believe this is thebest way' more classes," Lawrence mento introduce another time slot.
tioned.

Spectator Reporter

BeginningFallQuarter SU's undergraduate class schedule opportunities are expanding. Since porThis change in effect is what isi
"Because wehaveCORErequiretables classroomsarenot an option, pushing the time boundaries of un- ments in the curriculum,thebulkof
time was the only variable remain- dergraduate offerings.
the new offerings are in the areaof

ing.
Students and professors will be
beginning classes earlier, and attending classes later.
As stated in the May 7 e-mail,
sentout fromOfficial StudentCom-

munications, undergraduate morn-

ing classes will begin 15 minutes
earlier and afternoon classes will
extendfive to ten minutes later.
"There is a room crunch," said

The committee also feels thisi
schedule allows students adequate
time to get from class to class.
Seeker feels thesechangesare all
quitestraightforward, and students
will adapt.
"SUhas made numerous changes
to the scheduling template."
Lawrencesaid."Thisis justanother
one and will be followed by a year
long look at scheduling and most
probablyafurtherrevision for 2005/

COREclasses. We willbeincreasing our CORE offerings next year
to try to meet demand." Lawrence
isn't too moved by this situation
one wayorthe other,he feel thatthe
college of Arts and Sciences just
had to take this step. He says that
over the last three years SU has
welcomes large classes,in theneighborhood of 670 students. Students
on the other hand appear to be a
little more moved. The extended
hours are not too popular, students
complain that it's too earlyand too
late, and that there are scheduling
conflicts with those who work.

Charles Lawrence, associate dean
of College of Arts and Sciences.
2006."
"We had no real choice, we
This change enables SU to offer
needed to open the number of an additional25 new course seleccourses offered to keep up withde- tions this fall, for a total of 848
mand."
available undergraduateoptions.
Lawrence and the rest of the
The selections and times for fall
scheduling committee, chaired by coursesbecameavailable onMay 8
Sue Seeker, have cleverly come up and registration beganJune 20.
with a way to serve students better.
Theincrease inavailable classes
This yearallclassroomsarebooked is attributed to an increase in studuring "prime-times,"the schedul- dents.
ing committee has decided to ex"Bigger incoming classes (i.e.

"It is too early," Hitomi Sato,
juniorcommunications major,said.
"I don't have enough time to eat
breakfast;my braindoesn't work so
early." Manystudents andevenprofessorsecho Sato'ssentiments. Next
yearthey willbe eatingbreakfast at
the coffee carts.

Co-requisites of courses from this search are Included *t the end of the
You may use your browser's print feature to print this view.

list.
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SUONLINE SHOW CLASSESLOOK A LITTLEDIFFERENTSINCE THE SCHOOLCHANGED THE
TIMESFIR FALL CLASSES.

Dr. Olsen wins 2003 Professor of the Year
Nicole retana
Editor-in-Chief

—

It's difficult being angry with a

Professorofthe Year, fordoingjust
that,his job. Well, actually for doing a great job.

professor likeDr.ErikOlsen even

According

to

the nomination

when gettinga holdofhimcanbe a form,"The purpose ofthisawardis
cftore. After all, he's just doinghis
to honorprofessors for exceptional
job.
contributionsmadetowardstheeduAnd today at noonhe wasnamed cation of Seattle University stuthe College of Arts and Sciences dents."

The form continues to state that he wasnamedProfessorof the Year. lady at an institution where there
the "extraordinary professor who Blaminghisnegativity on his Scan- are so many great teachers."
we (the committee)feel has proven din a v ian
him or herself to be particularly roots (inside
dedicated to our intellectual and
personalgrowth" willbeconferred
the honor.
Olsen,a political science professor, was surprised whenhe learned

Make The Spectator $$$
We are looking for a tenacious and responsible applicant that thinks they, and
only THEY, can serve as
jThe Spectator Advertising
Manager. We want someone
who will do "cold calls" and
seek out businesses who
to serve SU students.

x

Send a cover letter, resume,any
clips, and tworeferences to:

Y

'

QUESTIONS?
Call (206) 296-6476 ore-mail
NicoleRetana at retanan@seattleu.edu.

MAY 30!

Please deliver to: CaseyBldg. Room 232
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"Jdidn't know Iwas going
to
"

love teaching.

Dr.Erik Olsen, College of
Arts and Sciences Professor
of the Year

nominatedin
yearspast but
never winning, it was
difficult to overcomehisshock and
just say "thank you."
"It'shardtoaccept thesethings at
some level," said Olsen, "particu-

fw

DEADLINE IS FRIDAY,

EHcaTe.nce
The Spectator

afterteaching
for several
years and
having been

M^fa^S

Not Ready for
the LSAT?

1'SU

I'm Steven Klein. LSAT spe^
cialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later. Idon't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
It. than Ido. That's why Istill
teach my own classes.' That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock examsfor thereasonable
price of $895.
1can
- answer any LSAT question let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:

524-4915

TheSpectator " May 22, 2003

According to an anonymous
member of the selection committee, Olsen was selected for the
in whichhis teaching reflects
—
ie SU mission statement
ducation values, personal
ested interest in the students,
nd student preparationfor serice.This membersaid, "Often
ie nominations we get don't
aye verymuch to do at allwith
reparation for service. [The
aminatedprofessors] haveexoptional office hours and are
:ry concerned with enhancig their students education,

flMM^Jk?
j^J

[[want

HOW TO APPLY:

joke), Olsen
admittedthat

ut the element that's often
lacking is the importantpart of
—
mission statement ofpreiring the individual for in)lvement in the larger Seattle

immunity and this is one of
c elements that made Dr.
Isen stand out in this year's

nominations."
According toOlsen, who was
oncenicknamed "CitizenOlsen"
by a former student,"teachingis

partly civil innature."
"I'ma teacher,"he said."But
ultimately I'ma citizen ofthe
worldand so aremystudents."
And with that philosophy in
tow,Olsen isconstantly pushing his own limits, learning
and incorporating other

See Award page 3

News
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Security Report
AUSTIN L.BURTON
Co-Managing Editor
Are yousure it got stolen?
Monday,5-12-03
A studentparkedtheir vehiclein
the Broadway &E. Columbia garage at 11 a.m., then returned
around 10 p.m. to discover the
vehicle missing. Campus Public
Safety checked thegarage to make
sure the student hadn't parked on
another level. When they confirmed that the vehicle had actually been stolen, the police were
notified.

Medical assist
Tuesday, 5-13-03
Anindividual began experiencing seizure-like symptoms in the

Pigott Building at 7:30 p.m. CPS used syringe in shrubbery near the
responded and called the Fire De- North entrance of Campion Hall.
partment, after which the victim The syringe was taken away by
CPS, put in a sharps container and
was taken to a hospital.
prepared to beincinerated.
Shetty crime
You already went through the
Wednesday, 5-14-03
trouble ofbreaking in;STEAL
A student in Bellarmine Hall
SOMETHING!
reported finding fecal matter
wipedon the wall in abathroom
Thursday, 5-15-03
stall. Janitors were called in to
At 9 p.m., an SU employee recleanup. Apparently thishasbeen ported an autoprowl in theBroadan ongoing problem in residence way & E. Columbia garage. CPS
halls,and anyone with informa- discovered thepassenger-side wintion shouldcallCPS at(206) 296- dow of the vehicle was broken and
5999.
discovered pry marks adjacent to
the car stereo.
Nothing was reported missing
And somewhere, a junkie is
frantically searching for one
from the vehicle by the victim.
However, CPS did discover some
Thursday,5-15-03
marks were onadoorhandle of the
A Grounds employee found a car.

They probably just got mixed
up tryingto vote for American
Idol

Oneofa million

Saturday, 5-17-03
Someone passedoutatQuadstock.
Thursday, 5-15-03
When they woke up, they admitted
A Bellarmine Hall resident re- they hadbeen drinkingalcohol and
portedly received four or five ha- hadn't eaten recently. They were
rassingphone calls in a 40-minute transportedtoa nearbyhospital. No
span starting at 11 p.m.When the other details were given, as Ithink
victim answered the phone, they this may have been one of those
either heard heavy breathing orthe composite reports.
line was silent.
Escapee
Aggressive sales tactics
Sunday,5-18-03
Friday, 5-16-03
At 10 p.m., CPScame across an
An individual was seen placing unknown woman crying and disleaflets on car windows without oriented in the Campion Hall
permission in the 11th &E. Cherry lobby.It turns out the woman was
parking garage. When the person supposed to be at a local hospital
was confronted and refused to re- after a drug overdose. The police
move the leaflets,they weregiven a escorted the woman back to the
hospital.
trespass warning from campus.

Administration address many SARS fears
Abigaillaxa

Photo Editor
Although SeattleUniversity isin
noimmediatethreattoS ARS,some
students may experiencesome difficulties with traveling and studying abroadin the next few months.
SARS,Severe AcuteRespiratory
Syndrome,is a disease that hasrecently struck theUnitedStates with
multiple cases becauseofthosewho
have brought theillness back with
themafter travelingin Asia.
The university, in response and
concern to the growing number of
SARS cases in the United States,
held a series of meetings and discussions with various faculty and

Themeetings resultedin apolicy
that the University sent out to the
SeattleUniversitycommunity in an
e-maillast week thatshowsthe steps
SUis taking to avoid any possible
risk ofSARSexposure to members
of the campuscommunity.
The e-mail,from the University
Provost John Eshelman, and the
Vice President for Student Development, Timothy Leary, claimed
that alluniversity sponsored orrelated travel most affected bySARS
would becancelled.
According to the World Health
Organization and the Centers for
Disease Control, the regions currently most affected by SARS are

mainland China, Hong Kong,

staff.

Award: Erik Olsen named
Professor of the Year
From page 2

cultures into his political science

courses.
Forexample, Olsen began redis—
coveringEast Asian thought such
—
as Daoism,andBuddhism andincorporating it with Western political theory. Lately, he's also been
studying IslamicandNative American thought."I'm simply trying to
get us to think critically about the

room,righthere(in his office),any-

where."
Even though,he initiallyhad just
a minimalunderstandingof the Jesuit tradition, Olsen says he has
come to respect Jesuit education.
"It's one thing to hear about it,
and quite another to developit," he
said. "[Jesuit education] speaks to
the interrelationship of teaching,
the student, and social justice."
According to the committee

worldinrelation toissues of justice, member, itis exactly Olsen's unfreedom and democracy," said derstanding of the mission statement which made him the winner
Olsen.
Since arrivingatSU in the fallof of the award. "Specifically he is
1989, Olsen says he's grown to veryconcerned for the construction
respect the mission statement more of the sense of community in terms
of social justice and he incorpoand has come to love teaching.
As a teacher's aide at theUniver- ratesthat aspectofSUmissionstatesity of Wisconsin-Madison stuck ment into his class," they said.
Along with Olsen, 10 other probehind a pileof papersto be graded,
Olsen didn'trealize teaching could fessors were nominated including
be so enjoyable. Initially,his foray one professor from the science and
into theprofession came because"I engineeringdepartment.Theywere
wasn'ta good enough musician to Dr. Olufemi Taiwo (philosophy),
makemoney," Olsenlaughingly ad- Dr. Daniel Burnstein (history),Dr.
mitted.
Phil Barclift (theologyandreligious
"I didn't know Iwas going to studies), Marie Wong (Instituteof
Public Service), Dr. Theresa
love teaching."
SU,
Olsen
saidhis
Earenfight (history), Ming Feng
Inhis years at
mostenjoyablemomentsare"when (foreign language), Dr. William
thelightsgoon. .andwe'realllearn- Kangas (history). Dr. JamesBond
ing something together. I guess I (Matteo Ricci/political science).
simply like the intellectual engage- Donna Teevan (theology)and Dr.
ment with students in the class- Robert Heeren(engineering).

.

Singapore,Taiwan, and Vietnam.
As a result, the university has
decided tocancel study abroad programs to China,especially abrand
new study abroad that wasexpected
to begin this September.
Victor Reinking, a Professor of
ForeignLanguages and advisor to
the FrenchinFrance program, said
that the university was justabout to
complete the final arrangementsfor
astudy abroadprogram inSu Chow,
China.

meats.
The mainconcern about the cancellation of the study abroad program to China is the impact that it
will have on students who planned
on going to China,particularly International Studies majors.
InternationalStudies majors with
an emphasis inChineseare required
to study abroad inChina to further
study the language.

Reinkingsays thatmanystudents,

agedanyunnecessary travelto these

regions. However, since many of
the university's students are international students who come from
some of these regions, they recognize that some travel to these regions is inevitable.
Faizi Ghodsi, the Directorof the

International Student Center, said
that theISC has beencommunicating with international students advising them to be cautious when

they travel to these regions and to
The study abroad program was next year,arenowina predicament avoidtravel ifitis unnecessary.
The ISC has alsoinformed intergoing to be the "first actual resi- because they have no other oppordence" study abroad program in tunity to study abroad and study nationalstudents on what to expect
when traveling this summer and
China.
Chinese.
Reinking was actuallyscheduled
"We're hoping thatthe thing will whenreturningback to Seattle Unito go to China this month with blow over in a few months," versity where they wouldbe asked
Ming Feng, professor of Chi- Reinking said.
nese, to finish with the arrangeThe university has also discourSee SARS page 4
especiallythosewhowillbeseniors
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News
Quadstock, presented by SEAC, leaves mark
4.

JEAN WAHLBORG
Staff Reporter
With attendance near 1,000,
Quadstock (a.k.a."Astrostock" due
to its change of venue) drew music
lovers from Seattle University and
beyond last Saturday.
Joanne Klepsch and daughter
Tracy Jensen ventured all the way
fromSkagitValley,whichliesnorth
of Seattle, just to see Quadstock's
headliners. The Presidents of the
United States ofAmerica.
"Presidents are our thing,"
Klepsch said. She heard about the
concert on the Internet, which she
regularly patrols for upcomingcon-

wouldhavehad to be canceled. I'd
rather go in the astrogym than risk
theshow beingcanceled,"Erickson
explained.
Though volunteers commented
that security waseasier tocontrol at
Connollythan it wouldhavebeen at
the Quad, many students complained about the gym's acoustics.
Even ThePresidents made a comment about performing in a "ce-

make out the lyrics withallthe echo
going on.
Despite the problems with the
venue,attendees seemed to behaving a good time. Outside of the
gym, students climbed an inflated
"rock" wall,stuffed theirfaces with
steaming Vietnamese food,andreceivedHenna tattoosontheir hands,
shoulders and shaved heads. Near
theexit,aphotographer alsosnapped

certs.

Seeing The Presidents was definitely on her listof things to do in
herlife, Klepschexplained,and she
was happy to finally see them in

"Ifwe'reonlyallowed threebeers,
then they should be free," visitor
Tracy Jensen said.
Otherstudentschose todrinkearlier and many underage students
showed upstumblingandred-faced.
Freshman Mike W. commented,
"Lotta music,lotta food,lottabooze,
what could be better?"
To prepare for the inevitable
drinking, the school instituted a
pledge that people could sign saying they woulddrink inmoderation
or not at all. Pledgers were also
pinned with whiteribbons soothers
could see theysupported not drinking. Though only about 75-100
people signed the pledge this year,
Ericksonsaidit'sanideain progress
andshe hopes to see more students
join next year. "We're tying to

didn't stop SU students fromrocking out toThe Presidents as well as
theother bands,including SUbands

Fate'sEnd and Dwindling Gypsies
and coffee house features.
"[Quadstock]wasalotbetter than
last year; Iactually knew some of
thebands," sophomore forensicscience major Adriana Guerrero said.
She mainly came to see Homegrown, who she got autographs
from.

Meanwhile back

at

the dorms,

RA were on duty all day in an attempt to control dangerous behav-

ior.
"We wereextraawareofalcohol
coming in and out of the building

because of the reputation of

Quadstock beingadrunk fest," sixth
floor Bellarmine RA Heather
change the mentalityof Quadstock Fairbank said.
and try to getit to be a fun event and
She added that they wanted to
a good representation of Seattle make sure noonepassed out or had
University."
to go to the hospital. Overall
"It really is a fun event without Fairbank said the night was pretty
having to get intoxicated,I think," calm.
Sarah Postel, RA in Campion,
Erickson said.
One major incident occurred agreed that people were prettyreawhenastudentcollapsedtothe floor sonable in the dorms.
around 8:15 p.m.However,EMTs
"There weren't very manylarge,

concert.

SEAC opened 200 tickets to the

public for the show and Special
EventsChairMelissaErickson said
she received six to seven e-mails
each day from all over the country
asking how to get tickets to see
Homegrown and/orThePresidents.
"Some people werecalling from
Nevadaand California because the
Presidents haven't played in so
long," Ericksonsaid.

rushed to the scene and got the girl

obnoxious parties or anything,"
Postel said.
was frightening,butshe's verysatShe speculated that most people
Band Homegrown rocks out at Quadstock 2003 inside,
to
response
simply
isfied with the
thanks
didn't come back to the
Though thebandsexcitedpeople,
instead ofin the Quadbecause of rain.
Safety.
night.
Public
dorms
that
the venue didnot. Quadstock was
"If you focus on negative events
Security was a definite presence,
moved fromitsusuallocation in the
freestudentphotos forcommerative though not always an effective one. that happen,like peoplehaving to
Quad to the astrogym in Connolly ment box."
A moshpit wasstarted several times, get kicked out because they were
"The bands were badass. The keychains
Center two days prior to the event
surfing or doing dangerous
due toquestionable weather condi- venue was ass," sophomore physThe Quadstock staple, the beer which Public Safety failed to suc- crowd that,
cessfully
up.
break
However
stuacts
like
I'dsayit went poorly,
garden, was also enjoyed throughics major JohnBasarab said.
tions.
"The stage could get rained on.

that wasn't the problem; it was the
sound equipment. If a flash rain of
five minutes [occurred], the show

to the

Guerrero concurred. "They
needed to do something about the
sound," she added. Other students
complained that they could barely

caught crowd surfing where
outthenight.However,manypeople dents
didn't like the three drink limit or quickly escorted out of the buildthe fact that they had to pay for ing.
The presence of the men in blue
alcohol this year.

New program on campus
Ryann Cooper

taught similarclasses onnonprofits.
"He not just knows it at the book
Staff Reporter
Next fall willbegin theintroduc- level but lives it every day," said
tionclass to thenew Nonprofit Lead- Elbert.
ership minor offered by Seattle
One of the qualities they looked
University.
for inprofessors wasacombination
The nonprofit leadership minoris of academic and practical knowlunder the college of arts and sci- edgeof the field. Some professors
ences and available to all under- teaching theclasses are already facgraduatestudents.Thereis currently ulty of SU and there will also be
a master in nonprofit leadership, new professors hired to lead the

however the SU nonprofit center classes as well.
thought a minorextendedto undergraduates would correlate to the
growing field.
"The minor is a complement to
many majors whether sociology,
public affairs, English or business
even if they (students) just wanted
another perspective," said Noreen
Elbert. assistant director for Student Services.
The introduction course NPLR

Students must complete 35 credits, withagradepoint averageof2.5
in order to earn the minor. Other

Elbert.
The minor is based off a social
justice, mission oriented philosophy using practical skills to effectively work in leading a nonprofit
business in the future.
"It works so well at Seattle University because it's (the nonprofit
leadership minor) more then just
aboutthebottom line," said Elbert.

From page 3

"They would be carefully

I Improveyour education

I
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SU Undergraduates will receive
an email in the next week with
more detailsand instructions for
completing the survey.

'

I

went well," Erickson

said.

fever of greater than 100.4 F, chills
or uncontrollable shaking, head-

to complete a questionnaire at the
HealthCenter.

( (asm) )
V^t^'v

Bf

but when I look back and Ihear
people speaking highly of it and
saying what a fun time they had, it

SARS: SU makes plans

screened by their own country before they come back," Ghodsi said.
"They go through very, very thorough screening there before they
evenget on the plane back."
Upon arrival,travelers shouldalso
Elbert recommends that students expect to answer a series of questry out the introductory class in the tions to make sure they don'thave
fall if Nnonprofit is the direction any of the symptoms.
they are thinking of pursuing.
Symptoms of SARS include a

classesinclude NonprofitPlanning
and Evaluation,Working withNonprofit Staff, Nonprofit-BusinessGovernment Partnerships, Grant
writing and others.
Theminor was proposed last fall
and this is the first time there is an

undergraduate emphasis on non315; Introduction to the Nonprofit profit leadership.Theminorintends
Sectorwillbeofferedevery quarter to help students evaluate their canext school year because it acts as a reer options in the nonprofit sector.
"Theneeds aresogreat, wereally
foundation course andpre-requisite
to other classes. The course will felt theminor willgive students an
focus on an overview of the non- overview and encouragement in
profit sector, payingcloseattention joining the nonprofit sectorleading
to charitable nonprofit organiza- to viable careers," said Elbert.
tions.The course alsoexamines the
Some classes will also involve
scope and context of the sector, students participating in commuhistorical developments, manage- nity service.
ment and leadership challenges,
"There isdefinitelypractical oricommunity building roles, reform entation to a number of classes,
issues and ethics. Theinstructor for nonprofit works by getting out in
the class will be Professor Chuck the community. There will be a
Kuehn, the executive director of definite emphasis on students getLifelong AIDS Alliance who has ting hands on involvement," said

hospital. Erickson said this

We are collecting information
about your experiences at SU in
order to improve the education
you receive. Individual responses
will remain confidential.

ache, fatigue and muscle aches.

ThosewithSARS wouldalso experience respiratorysymptoms.
Anyone who also travels to or
from areas witha highriskofSARS
orhas been in close contact within
10 days of someone whohasexhibited symptoms of SARS should
contact theirhealth care provider.
Students at Seattle University
whohave symptoms of SARS are
advised to contact the Student
HealthCenter.

1

Make your voice heard!

.

■

Survey of Student
Lit(13.061116111
The Survey will take lessthan
j_jj

minutes

For more information contact Jamie Balducci in
theOffice of the Provost at:
Phone: 206-296-6144
Email: ir@seattleu.edu
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News
Professor of the Year
Join the community in honoring thosefaculty nominatedfor the College ofArts
and SciencesArtsProfessor
ofthe Yearandfind out who
the will be, or just look at
the article on page 2. Noon
in Casey Atrium.
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Hear Dr. GabriellaGutierrez
y Muhs read from her new
book of poems, A Most Improbable Life, from noon to
1 p.m. in the Schaffer Auditoriurn. The art of Professor
Francisco Guerrero's will
also be on display.
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Spring Games
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StudentAffairsandthelnternational Student Center duke
it out in soccer, touch football andmore. The eventand
the barbeque following will
be free. Meet up at Logan
Field from 1 1 a.m. to 2 p.m.
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Ski to Sea
Going to Bellingham or
Canada for the long weekend? Check out this event
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that has been happening annually since 1911. The race
starts in the snow endsin the
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surf. Have no clue what
we're talking about, check
out www.bellingham.com
Memorial Day

Washington banning
youth from buying
mature video games
Michael Quiroz
Features Editor
Washington State is the first in
the union to attempt to ban the sale

Poetry andArt
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of violent videogames to minors.
The bill specifically targets games
that include violence towards police officers and women. Such an
example would be the popular
Grand Theft Auto franchise.
Thebill willfineretailers $500 if
they sell a mature rated title to a
minor. This would mean anyone
under the age of 17 would not be
allowed tobuya mature-rated game,
the highest rating for all video
games.
MICHAEL QUIROZ/ FEATURES EDITOR
The billhas beenpassed by the
"
statesenateand is awaitingapproval Youthplay a gamemarketedas "Mature Audience at E3, a videogame
from the governor. This will be the industryconvention inSouthern California.

first successful attempt toeconomically censor videogames since their manager atMidwayGames,(makinception30 yearsago in theUnited ers ofsuch gamesas NFL Hitzand
States.
Mortal Kombat) said, "Midway
Doug Lowenstein, president of absolutely, positively supports
the Interactive Digital Software fines to retailers selling Mature
Association (IDSA), showed his games. You have to remember,
disgust ofthebillinhis annual state Mortal Kombat started this fire."
of theindustrybriefinglastWednes- Mortal Kombat released in the
day in Los Angeles. Inresponse to early 90s, featured bloody fatalithe billLowenstein said,"We will ties wherecharacterscouldrip the
opposeevery effort to regulate the heart outofopponents.Alongwith
sale of video games." Lowenstein other "questionable" titles, it led
continued to question to billand if
the fine wouldstillstand ifthe cop
is a dirty cop, or if it is a futuristic
cop with the police incontrol of a
cityin a militaristic fashion. While
the IDSA was adamantly against

the bill,others within the industry
were not.
Aaron Grant, public relations

However, many feel it is not the
government's job to regulate

videogame content. Rick Powers,

senioreditorofthepopularNintendo
sitePlanet GameCube said,"1much
rather the parents be held responsible rather then the government
handle the issue."
Accordingto theIDSA,morethen
90percentofgamespurchased were
actuallypurchased by parents.And
a study by the FTC found that 82
to asenate hearing on videogame percent of the time parents were
violence and helped cause to cre- involved in buying or renting the
ation of the Entertainment Soft- games.
Many gamers arealso outragedat
wareRatings Board(ESRB)which
reevery
videogame
now rates
the bill, with a high-ranking industo
mass
market.
The
try insider callingit ridiculous.
leased
the
Despite what any gamer might
newly released Mortal Kombat
Deadly Alliance receivedan "M" think,the decision now lies with the
rating.
Governor.

WANTED: BUSINESS
MANAGER
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Silent A uction
Tickets must be purchased
by May 25. The auction will
benefit the American Lung

t^~
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Association. Tickets are $10
for students and $15 for the
public. Theauction will take
place in the Casey Commons
from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
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Student Speak Out
This is day two ofthisthreeday event giving graduating
students the power to speak
on issues of importance during their time at SeattleUniversity. This event is being
held in the Student Health
Center from noon to 1p.m.
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THE SPECTATOR IS SEEKING A PROFESSIONAL BUSIMISS MANAGER FOR NEXT
YEAR. THIS IS A WELL-PAH)
POSITION PERFECT FOR AX
ORGANIXED GCHHUTTER
WITH A GOOD HEAD ON HIS/
HER SHOULDERS. THE .10It
IS IDEAL FOR THOSE EAGER
TO TAKE ON A LOT OF RESPONSIBILITY.

Applications should be delivered
by Friday, May 30 to:

Erica Terrence
C/O The Spectator
The Casey Building Rm. 232

Sports
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Coaches get too much blame, too
much credit, too many dollars
lege athletics borders on professional sports," Callero said."There
is so much put on the wins and
losses, which equate to season tickets sales and advertising dollars.
Universityof Washington football,
Alabama football, lowa State
basketball .those arecashcowsfor
those institutionsand they'regoing
to supportthe entireathletic department.If the coachesaren't successful, they're going to get firedmuch
quicker than a Division-II or Divi-

..

Austin l.burton
Co-Managing Editor
The long-standing traditionof at
least one Major League Baseball
manager getting fired before MemorialDay continues,as theFlorida
Marlins canned manager Jeff
Torborg on May 10. That Torborg
was thefirst toget the axein'03 was
somewhatof a surprise, seeing as
the Marlins— 16-22 at the time
weren't any worse than anyone

—

is notoriously cheap when it comes
to player acquisitions or that the
GM fielded a roster littered with
guys in the last year of their contract, who were playing to impress
the rest of the League and win fat
contracts rather thangames.

Steve Mariucci, who replaced
Morningwegin Detroitafter being
canned by the San Francisco 49ers,
can't help that the 49ers' brass expectsnothing lessthan aSuperBowl
titleevery few years, even though

who played tor Bryant at Alabama

and actually won those national
championships.
In the pros, you hear about the
coachinggreatnessofJohn Gruden,
Phil Jackson,and Joe Torre. Then
yourealize they have Warren Sapp,
Michael Jordan and Shaquille
O'Neal,and DerekJeter and Roger
Clemens playing for them.
The leashafforded to coaches by
ownersand ADs is shorter in profitable sports like basketball, foot-

who support aparticular coaching
change alwayssay it's agoodthing
for the team, usually things don't
change. A team is more likely to
have its fortunes reversed by the
arrival of a franchise player than a
Hall-of-Famecoach. The New Jersey Nets have gone from NBA
laughing stock to a championshiplevel team because of Jason Kidd,
not coach Byron Scott. The

Seahawks thought Mike Holmgren
could turn them around, but since

Holmgren didn't bring Brett Favre

sion-11l coach."

,,

Tyler Geving, ■'^■^^^^■^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
ball than in and Reggie White with him, they
"
others. There are still the same mediocre team.
Callero's top assis- //TA7I
lI
/
tarn, compared
is not asmuch
Look at some of the teams that

"It's like a quarterback infootball, he
said, "if the

team's

When a coach has success they re given
too much credit, and they're given too
mu(^ }>\ame [When tkeU lOSe]. But tt'S
J
fyj
r because they're given an excessive
J
amount o) blame and excessive amount
L

J

pressure in

have recently fired coaches. The

not-so-popu- Clippers were 19-40 when Gentry
lar
team was fired on March 3 and 8-15
sports like afterwards, a whopping two percent winning percentage increase.
ball.Inin- And next year,unless the Clips get

fcerorvolsalaries.
forts

winning, the quarj
surprise was that it took six whole terbackisgreat,and
v id u a 1 some better players, they will still
,-.
-,
weeks before anMLBmanagerwas if not than it's the r
-.
like miss the playoffs no matter who
T
fired, considering that last season, quarterbacksfault,
excessive
xing,figure coaches them. The Marlins, after
ating and four straight losses are 3-5 under
You re only as
four managers were let go before
_j
* OE CALLERO, SUMEN'S BASKETBALLCOACH Ipnnic
good as you re talfh/»
the end of April.
new manager Jack McKeon and
player-coach will finish at the bottom of their
Suchisthelife of abig-time sports ent," Geving adds.
relationship is a lot different and division, just as they would have
coach.One dayyou're on the side- "You can be the greatest X-and-0 the roster isn'tSuper Bowl-quality
world,
"Today's
society
lines in some nice NFL gear or a coachin the
is such a 'win- therefore the turnover rate varies. done withTorborg.
but if youdon't
sharp Armani suit, tellingJerry Rice have good players you won't be now' society. People aren't very Some athletes, like figure skater
"It gives the reporters something
do;
[coaches]
Payton
Hughes,
what
to
said."If
Sarah
stick
with
their
to
Gary
patient,"Geving
and
the successful."
write about and the fans a new
next day you're chillin' at home,
"Over the course of a 27-game don't win after three or four years coachesforlife. Hughes evenbased reasonforhope. Ithink procoaches
hoping ESPN is interested in yet season,a greatcoach can improvea they're sweating bullets about her college decision partly on not realize that," Callero said. "They
another ex-coach to be an analyst. team by three or four more wins; a whether they'regoingto have a job having to move too far away from don't take it nearly as personal as
When a professional or major poor coach might losethree orfour or not."
her coach. Others, like boxing other occupations would.They recoUege team doesn'tlive up to ex- more games, so there might be a
But when things are going good, champ Oscar De La Hoya, switch alizeit'sthe nature ofthe business,
pectations realistic or not the differenceofsevenoreightgames," coaches get too manyprops, maybe coaches/trainerswith the same fre- the nature of the beast."
coach is always the fall guy. The Callero said. "When a coach has more so in college sports. We all quency that Madonna changes her
AustinLBurtonisajuniorjournalism
question is,do coachesget too much success, they're given too much knowabout BearBryant,butalot of image.
major. He can be reached at
blamewhen a teamunderachieves? credit; and they're given too much people couldn't name 10 players
The funny part is, while those burtona1©seattleu. edu
Conversely, do they get too much blame[when theylose].But it's fair
credit when a team succeeds?
because they'regivenan excessive
"Fire Coach Fill-in-the-blank" is amount of blame and excessive
a staple of sports talk radio and amount of credit, but they get exSports sections in newspapers all cessive salaries."
over the country.In every city with
Not to say every coach should be
a pro or major college team not at allowedtostick aroundwhen things
the top of the league,there will be go sour. Sometimes a coach has
sportswriters and fans calling for alienated the players, like ex-Unithe coach's head, and all of them versity of North Carolina baskethave anidea for theperfect replace- ball coach Matt Dougherty, whose
ment to turn things around. As you team felt the need to go to UNC's
read this, someone in Los Angeles athletic director andcomplainabout
is explaining why the Lakers, de- Dougherty's in-your-face style.
spite winning three straight NBA Sometimes the coach embarrasses
championships before this season, the organizationorschoolhe represhould fire Phil Jackson and bring sents, like former WSU and AlainMagic Johnson or Michael Coo- bama football coach Mike Price.
per (currently coaching the Andsometimes thecoachis simply
WNBA's L.A. Sparks). Almost as a bad coach, like ex-DetroitLions
soon as Ron Zook replaced Steve coach Marty Morningweg, who
Spurrier as football coach at the single-handedly cost his team a
University of Florida, a UF alum gamelast season whenhe elected to
created www.fireronzook.com: a letthe otherteam have theball after
The Taize Service originated in Taize, France
site dedicated to getting rid of the Detroit won the overtime coin toss.
in the1940*5 as a meditative, prayerful experience
new coach.
Evenmy10-year-oldcousinknows
—
I
thinkcoaches whocandolittle not to do that when he's playing
a place of peace to find God. This unique gathering

thought they would be. The real

of credit,but they get

—

.

. ..

—

Taize Service

Sunday 7:oopm
April 27 and May 25

—

more than try to motivate, call the
right plays,and keep the players in
adequate shape get an unfair
amount of blame when the losses
begin tomount (orinFlorida's case,
merely exist). Ithink it wasBobby
Knight who said,"Ican't shoot the
basketball for them. Ican't play
oefense. I'm just the coach."
Joe Callero, men's basketball
coach at Seattle University,learned
the ropes of high-profile athletics
whenheservedas anassistantcoach

Madden video games.
Coaches get thebrunt ofexpectations that are toohigh and usually
pay the price for inept front office
work with their jobs.Despite Marlins owner Jeffrey Loria's laughable claims that the team can make
the playoffs this year,Torborg was
not going to win in Florida with a
roster full of guys who wouldhave
been inAAAwithmanyother organizations.
Alvin Gentry, who was fired by
at University of Southern Califor- the L.A. Clippers mid-season,
nia a few yearsago."Big-timecol- couldn't help that the Clips' owner

—

is made more special by the sanctuary at
First Covenant Church, lit by candles, filled with
the traditional chants of Taize.

Please enter this extraordinary space of beauty
to find what is truly beautiful

All are welcome.
First Covenant Church
400 East Pike (at Bellevue}
First Hill, Seattle, WA

"
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NICHOLE SAUVAGEAU WITH FAMILY
■
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SU Sports
Shown Live

I

During the course of our spring

cleaning, wefoundheaps ofsports

photos. Some have made the cut
before andothers hadn't. Ineither
case, these are the pictures too
good to pass up for our year in
review, photo style. Here are the
pick of the crop thanks to the
contributions ofstaffphotographer
Carl Bergquist and photo editor
Amy Howell.
-N.Z.

SOFTBALL HUDDLESIN AN ATTEMPT TO START A RALLY

JEFFERY FOUCRIER

Lizzy safranski

SU WOMEN CHEER ON THEIROWN

Tim Lang(l2) andTrevor Nieslanik(79)

FromleftNick

McCluskey and joe Supang

SARAHSOMMERMANGOES FOR THE KILL
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PingPong

5/31, 9:30p.m.

6/9, 1p.m.

Egyptian Theatre

Pacific Place

A set of nine different
anime shorts set intheuniverse of The Matrix. Forget the fact that they're
directed by some of the
finest anime minds out
there,or thatyou can watch
them all on the big screen
before theDVDcomes out
in June. Rather, bask in
the thought that 90 minutes have more shock and
awe in their few frames
thanall ofReloaded's ac-

6/10, 9:30 p.m.

Egyptian

This title comes from Japan and focuses on two
friends,PecoandSmile that
bothplay professional ping
pong.Peco, whilethe worst
of the two, always beats
Smile because Smile lets
him win. The movie gets
1 Above; Tlw Mitenfity and speed of Ping Pong intense whenPeco loses to
theDragon,andSmile must
I shouldleaveAmericanmoviegoers with anew
1 found respecffor the sport.
"put up or shut up." The
movie takes Japan's pro~ fessional pingpong circuit
Left: B moviestar, Bruce Campbell, brnigs his seriously, and the cultural
expertoneliner deliveryto Elvis in£diba Ho>*
ten.
differences might be humorous to some Americans, butriveting to others.

tion sequences comoinea.
(Rush tickets available on
May 31)
-S.R.

Bubba Ho-tep

-M.Q.

5/24, 12:00midnight

Egyptian Theatre

Bruce
Campbell! Army of Dark- y..*
nessandEvilDead, yo!This
Right: Valentin it
time he's Elvis! His best
this year's opening
friend is JFK! And they're
night movie and is
running from a mummy in a r oneofthehighligjjus
retirementhome! Sweeeet! k ofthe2oo3festrm.
Dude!

It's

Valentin

-S.R.

*Opening Night

5/22, 7:30p.m.

Capturing the
Friedmans
5/24,

Take all the charm of

9:30p.m.

BroadwayPerformance Hall
5/27, 4:45p.m.
Egyptian Theatre

Here comes a documentary chronicling the devastating impart felt by a family marred by the accusations of ahorrible crime.In
addition to interviews, director Andrew Jarecki also
gets his hands on the
Friedmans' home videos,
providing another perspective in the elusive pursuit
of the truth. Shocking,disturbing, and at times, very
poignant. By theend, you'll
want to pay for all their
therapy bills.
-S.R.

Paramount

I

A family photo of the
Friedmans from the documentary
Capturing the

Left:

Friedmans^

,

Amelie,add a spice of cute
little Jerry Maguire kid,
throw in the hard knocks
of life, and you have
Valentin.Originatingfrom
Argentina, Valentin is the
story of a young boy who
is forced to grow up faster
than normal in an abnor-

malhomelife. Through the
tough times and good,
Valentin'simagination always shines through leaving the audience full of
good will and the realization that life is a roller
coaster, but that happiness
is always just around the
corner.

-M.Q.
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Gasoline

The Gift

5/31, 1:45p.m.

5/24. 1:45p.m.
Broadway Performance Hall
Was the "Bug Chasers"
story inRolling Stone just
an isolated fad in a small
section ofthe gay commu-

Harvard Exit
6/1, 9:30p.m.

Harvard Exit

Playing with a premise
thatfeelslikeit was thought
up on some uneventful,

nity? This documentary
says different in its brief
yet provocative exploration into just why some
homosexuals seek out getting the "gift" of the HIV
virus. Perhaps it's the
stigma ofunprotected sex,
Right: Gasoline has all the chart
or maybe, a way ofincluf
of aBmovie thrillergadthe look%
sion for young and anxa early 90 's grunge video.
ious male homosexuals?
The reasons may not be so
concrete, but one thing's
for sure: of the few individuals upon whom this
film focuses its lens, one
can see the problem has
already hit too many.

Saturday afternoon, this
psuedo thriller still has its
moments. When an Italian
lesbian's mom comes calling only to unexpectedly
wind up dead a few minutes later,the daughter and
her lover embark to clean
up the crime and eventually end up running more
from themselves than the
police. Thetwoleads charm
when they're together,
clicking on screen in love
scenes and daring escapes.
But everything else (like
the dead mom's narration)
evokes all the intelligence
of a B-movie on cable TV.

-S.R.

-S.R.

ICapture the Castle

"LeftiJTie beautyoft\m stars

6/7, 6:30p.m.

'"

Double Vision

easilJL

Gtapture theCastle is
inI
iworth the addmissionprice.

Egyptian Theatre
6/11.4:45 p.m.

6/7, 12:00 midnight

Egyptian

9:30p.m.

Cinerama

6/10,

What can be said about
this fairy-tale of a film?
Rose and Cassandra live
in a dilapidated English
castle, poor and ignorant
of boys, until the rich,
handsomelandlords come
calling for rent. Suddenly,
everyoneis fallinginlove,
but for the wrong reasons;
and weget a bloated,overlong picture but one with
heart and some pretty
picaresque scenery.Not to
mention that both of the
girls have a cute, Kate
Winslet-like thing going
on. Seeit withyour honey.

Cinerama

Double Vision is a unique
mixing of American and
Asian film making. The
movie features a cop from
Asia and an American FBI
agent as they investigate a
string of murders thatmany
believe is ademon fromhell.
The skeptical FBIagenttries
to prove otherwise,but the
real identity of thekiller remains anailbiting mystery.
Winner of the Hong Kong
Academy Award for best
supporting actress, Double
Vision looks like a winner.
-M.Q.

-S.R.

Owning Mahowny

.

stars inOwniilfMahowny

The Missing Gun
6/3,

7p.m.
Pacific Place
6/9, 4:45p.m.
Egyptian

Set in modern day
China, where the police
are the only ones with
guns,a small-town police
man awakes after a night
of partying to find his gun
missing. The police man,
playedby Jiang Wen, then
begins tofrantically search
for his sidearm beforeitis
too late. The movie then
gets even more interesting when his first lover is
found dead, with the bullet that killed her belonging to his missing gun.
-M.Q.

~~

Above: JianpWrtjw»tiluinJtuircht^>rh!s

i;iw.

before its too laic.

'
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5/23. 9:30 p.m.

Pacific Place
5/24,

1:45p.m.

Pacific Place
One of the few movies
you may have seen outside
the festival, Owning
Mahowny stars the familiar Phillip Seymour
Hoffman (Boogie Nights,
Punch Drunk Love) as a
Canadian bank manager
with a gambling problem.
To feed his addiction he
accesses a multimillion
dollar account.Meanwhile,
the FBI begins to investigate, and Mahowny never
learns to stop. The movie
isbasedon the truestory of
the biggest one man bank
HF fraud in Canada's history.
-M.Q.

Arts and Entertainment
Presidents satisfy, incite crowd-surfing
10

KIMBURLY ERVIN
Staff Reporter

awaited their arrival withindiscernible chants.
"Just because you can't hear,
The astrogym, however, made
rock,"
Cody for a less-than-appealing venue due
doesn'tmean you can't
Coins,asophomorecommunications to its cement acoustics which remajor,saidinsumming upQuadstock sultedin anechoing,muffled sound.
Butforthemostly inebriatedcrowd,
which took place last Saturday.
Much excitementhad surrounded itis doubtful that impressive lyrics
the event; fromthose thatfound out were what they were looking for.
theclosely guarded, supersecretive Danceable melodies were all that
acts before the announcement on
April 29 from Pollstar.com, to the
announcement, two then to the
change of venue two days prior to
theconcert, noone wassure what to
expect with the bandthatundoubt-

edly reminded those on campus of
theirdaysinmiddleandhighschool.

The Presidents of the United
States of America brought their
"Lump,""Peaches"and "Kitty,"and
they brought it with energy. Singing all their classics, with a strong
showing of tracks from their selftitled debut CD, The Presidents, or
P.U.S.A. they are more commonly
known as, took the stage as if they
had never left. The students ofSe-

performance.Itis obvious they feed
off ofthe energy of the crowd, and
there wasmuch to be consumed at

Quadstock.
Security might have said people
were having a little bit too much

fun. At the beginning of the set,
crowdsurfingappearedto be agreat
difficulty to contain at first. But
many of the crowd surfers were
wereneeded,andP.U.S.Aprovided. caught,pulled down, and removed
Thehighlight of the set waswhen from the event. About halfway

they broke into theirremakeofThe

Buggies hit, "VideoKilled the Radio Star." P.U.S.A originally cov-

ered the song in 1998 for the film
The Wedding Singer. The crowd
couldbe heardsinging oversinger/
guitarist Chris Ballew, who broke
into the robot, greatly enhancing
the moment of 80s revival.
The chemistry of the trio is apparent when they're on stage.

They'renot there to be serious,profound artists; and they know that.
They are having a good time by
joking around,having"group conferences" and jumpingoff thedrum

attle University and other random stand. They play well to an audimembers of the public anxiously enceandincorporate themintotheir

through the set, most of the crowd
surfinghad been halted.
Another strong song was "Back
Porch." It wasone of the few times
that the lyrics were distinguishable
from thepoor soundquality, and the
band's timing was really on-key.
DaveDederer (guitarist/backup vocals) also made his way to the front
P.U.S.A. brings goodrock to the Quadstock in SU's Connolly Center.
edgeof the stageandhad the crowd
reachingout to get a piece of him. nearly tackledandthen dragged off night. Everyone was tapping their
Theirhits wereplayed withmuch stage. Theband seemed genuinely feet and singingalong at one point
enthusiasm. "Lump" made for an caught off-guard by this fan's ap- or another. Even the Bon Appetit
cooks wereseeninthe middleofthe
interesting spectacle because not pearance onstage.
only was the crowd singing along
Though it may not have been a mosh pit. There was a good time
andjumping upand down,butsome- prolific, mind-blowing perfor- had by all at Quadstock and the
one managedtojumponstage with- mance,P.U.S.A. brought the enter- astrogymcertainly wasput togood,
out security noticing, only to be tainment level to the highest of the however unorthodox, use.

Opening bands happily play to small crowd
marissa Cruz

nual Quadstock with a big bang.
They rocked out to their full poThe studentbandsatQuadstock tential, opening with their set at
this year were exceptional, par- 4:30 p.m. last Saturday, despite
ticularly the twobands that were the lack of audience and thehorchosen to be part of the main act. rible acoustics foundinsideof the

near the stage weredefinitely deIfthecrowd wasn't jumpingby
votedfans. They danced and sang then, they definitely were when
along, yelling between setsabout the Gypsies' singer did a quick
how much they loved the Dwin- "costume change" into a beater
dling Gypsies, and more specifi- tank top and a beanie and Fate's
cally, how much they loved the End joined them on the stage to
lead singer.
present their version of the song.
End.
TheJack ofaudiencedidn'tseem
Excitedly, the Gypsies played
Everyoneenjoyedthe entertainThe Dwindling Gypsies kicked tobother the band,as thesmallbut on, with the lead singer dancing ment and fun; theychanted along
off Seattle University's 13th an- growing groupofpeoplegathered round the stage and strumming to Eminem's lyrics and watched
his acoustic guitar.
the DwindlingGypsies andFate's
Alsoparticularlyexcitingabout End heat it up on stage.
their set was the introduction of
Following the DwindlingGypthecelloplayer, the newest mem- sies, was Fate's End,alsoof notober of their band. Adding to the rious SUfame.
Gypsies' already unique sound,
The winners of thisyear'sBattle
she brings the band to a whole of the Bands threw down with a
new level of music.
half anhour of powerpackedwith
AN EDUCATION OF MIND AND HEART
They played thecrowd favor- lead singer Dane Larson's edgy
ite, also played at Battle of the voice, and the band's overall
School of Global Commerce And Management
Bands, "Mario Melody," the song hardcore sound. When asked
that takes all of us college kids which theyliked better,Quadstock
Rated #5 in the West
-us News& World
back to thegoodol'Nintendo days or Battle of the Bands, they reReport
with its sampling of the Mario soundinglyrepliedthat Quadstock
Rated #1 Christian College Christianity Today
Brothers theme song.
was the performance in favor.
grand
Asa
finale before the end
"I would say [we liked]
Master of International Management
set,
they
up
of their
teamed
with Quadstock [better] just because
to
a
cover
Fate's End
do
of we got to play for more time. I
(MIM)
song fromtheBMile mean, Battle of the Bands was
Eminem'shit
15 Month Completion
soundtrack, "Lose Yourself."
over so quick, but there was a
Study and Internships Abroad
Multi-National Student Body (50% International)
Financial Aid, Grants, and Scholarships Available

Staff Reporter

VvtaWOKTH
-

higher level of excitement there.
But definitely, Ithink Quadstock
wasbetter,because we gotto play
for longer time," Larson said.
Their half-hour set includedthe
two songs theyplayed atBattle of
the Bands, which won them their
spot at this year's Quadstock,
"Crowd of Many" and "Indifference," which hyped up the crowd
alot. Quite afew people managed
to singalong.
"It'skinda weird,yeah.Itseems
like the more we play, the more
people kinda just jump on our
little fan base," Larson says of
their quickly growing fanbase at
SU.
"It's definitely surreal," Joy
Durham, the band's drummer,
adds. "I'm amazed that after only
havingplayed two shows that we
have so many people that know
about us and really like ourmusic.
Ithink that's so cool."
A very talentedband withevery
reason to consider themselves
cooler than ice, Fate's End is going to be around for a long time
andaregoing togo togreatplaces.
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Joe Amado, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
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Jones, Chicago, IL
I Rafiell
Linda Li,Zhuhai, China

ITSNOTTOOLATE!! A new class is forming for Fall 2003.
Call today at (509) 777-4280 or mim@whitworth.edu

www.whitworth.edu/mitn

Think Graduate Studies!

Marissa Cruz/Staff Reporter

FatesEndperformeda duet with TheDwindling Gypsies onanEminem cover song. Bothbands competed
in the 2003 SUBattle of theBands.
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Arts and Entertainment
Kalass: a band, an idea, Sleeping with E. T.
a project hit Quadstock breaks the mold
Nicole Re rana

and funk and self-admittedly aims
to createand reproduce the sounds
of contemporary African artists

Editor-in-Chief

When Kalass took the stage at

weekend's Quadstock, so did
an idea and a project.
As a band, Kalass strives to create tunes they describe as
"danceable,upbeat and warm." As
their websiteexplains,Kalasscombines African pop with other contrus

Richard Bona,AngeliqueKidjoand
RicardoLemvo.

Accordingto various sources who
attended the event, Kalass' style
worked for the crowd. While the
crowd cheered and clapped at the
end of "Sawa Sawa", it was "Journey Revealed" that reallybrought

temporary African world music
styles like Zouk, Soca. jazz, R&B

the audience to their feet.

The band is an extension and
example of the Kalassproject and
ideology. According to their website, the band's name means
"enough is enough" in Chad, the
native country of founder, creator,
composer, guitarist, vocalist, and
arranger for the project, Ganga
Clamoungou.

"Now is the time to promote solidarity, common understanding,
unity and love and transcend old
cliches about the differences between cultures that promote division and injustice," said the website, explainingthe mission of the
band.

Mara Adelman, Ph.D.

tion the beliefs of Reverend Sun

Guest Columnist
If youhave anunquestioning religious,spiritual ornew agebone in
—
yourbody read Wendy Kaminer' s
Sleeping with extra-terrestrials:The
rise of irrationalism and perils of
pietywith caution or at least expect
some cognitive dissonance.
Kaminer, popular social commentator, NPR guest, andRadcliff
Fellow takes on the irrational
thought that so often prevails in
faith, pop psychology, and junk
science. Her critique focuses on
our resistance to critical thinking,
the equation of religion

MyungMoon,butnevermainstream
religious leaders.
Her chapter on pop psychology
offers critiques of Norman Vincent
Peal's work on positive thinking,
the contemporary The Celestine
—
Prophecy pabulum forthetherapeutic society. She spares few, including Mary Baker Eddy, Sophy
Burnhma ("The Book of Angels"),
and DeepakChopra. In a reviewof
contemporary pseudoscience, she
assails the disastrous 10 year "drug
war" which served conservative

"I'm glad that we were able to with virtue, and the secome here tonight and share my ductive power ofcelebdream of creating a new sound in rity theories.
World- Music fusing African roots
Kaminer addresses the
with Caribbean, R&B, jazz, and "confessional society"
Latinelements." saidClamoungou (echoedinmoredepthin
in an interview.
herearlier work,/'mdysTo purchase a KalassCD orget functional, you're dysthe 411 on the band, you can go to functional) and the"guru
their
website at http:// bazaar" where relativism cheapwww.kalass.com and click on"Lis- ens authentic painas well as genuten" to get your hands on a great ine faith. Kaminer recognizes the
need for religion, but advocates for
musical experience.

agendas rather than saving crack

Kaminer doesn't claim
to be impervious to

marissa Cruz/ staff reporter

Kalass played to a grooving crowd at Saturday's Quadstock in the
Connotlv Center's astrogym. Pictured above is Julian Peterson, bass
guitar andvocals.

seculargovernment.Shequestions
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the role of mystery, faith or what
she labelsas "pious biases"in public policy-making, where virtue studies that support her remedies.
seems tobetreatedexclusively as a But her critiques attempt to document the major transgressions that
religious experience.
atheist,
she is not have significance in our political,
Although an
opposedto religionbut public religiosityandtherise of virtuecrats.
She traces the intrusion of reli-

social, and spiritual Vives.

In light of contemporary politics, religious wars or. all fronts,
and the culture of fear, wemay be
sleeping with more than extra-ter-

gious belief into political life; as
the gap betweenchurch and state
narrows, presidents and their restrials.
spouses parade their consultants
from Jerry Falwell to renowned Dr. Mara Adelman is an
astrologers. Also skewered are Associate Professor in the
thebiasesinmass media thatques- Departmentof Communication.
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babies.
Kaminerdoesn't claim to be impervious toirrationalism. Sheopens
her book with a confession of her
own irrational behavior. Yes. she
takes homeopathic medicine, even
though she knows of no medical
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Managing Editor
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CoverEditor

News Editor
Features Editor
Arts and
Editor
Entertainment
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Sports Editor
Opinion
*
„,.Editor
Copy Editor
PhotoEditor
On-Line Editor
Editorial Artist

_

eporter
K
h
Staff Photographer

HOW TO APPLY;
Send a cover letter, resume, any
clips and tw0 references lo:
Tomas Guillen
Casey 232
Seattle University
900Broadway
Seattle, WA 98122

Questions?
Call (206) 220-8604 ore-mail
EricaTerenceatterence@seattleu.edu.
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"
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Check us out on the web: http://www.seattleu.edu/assu/index.htnn

Finance Report:

1 ASSU NEWS 1
ASSU Constitutional Amendment
Sponsoredby: Beverly Wong, Minority Representative
Date: May 7, 2003

The Representative Assembly,

Appropriations Committee is a subcommittee of theRepresentative Assembly.
The committee is charged with the disbursement offunds to ASSU-affiliated
clubs and organizations. The Appropriations budget this year is $50,000.

- Calcutta Club

was allocated $2,000 for a
trip
Calcutta,
India.
service
to

Ak vr

of the Office of Minority Student
- Fragments was allocated $620.73
chanee^l^iarleStudent
Affairs;
M^^cifclral
publication bill.

In alignment with the
Affairs to the Office of

for their

Andbecause the teH^iniitonty"holds negative meanings and

connotations; " A

Moves to change the title of Minority Representative to the more positive
title ofMulticultural Representative;
And therefore amends Article 11, Section I, A (x) to read "Multicultural
Representative."

Want information on Appropriations before the meetings?
Join the ASSU-Finance-Info@seattleu.edu listserve and be
informed.

Questions regarding ASSU finances??? Contact:
Thomas Hackett, Vice President of Finance
(206) 296-6045, hackett@seattleu.edu

*Vetoed Thursday May 15 by President O'Neill
We, theStudent Life Committee, have chosen the recipients for ASSU
RecognitionAwards. They areas follows:

-

Community Enrichment and Service Award

Going Somewhere?
Ride the BUS...

FREE

ACTION

-

Check-out a daily bus pass NOW, at
the CAC.

Jesuit Mission Award
COALITIONFOR GLOBAL CONCERN

Academic Connectedness Award
PHI ALPHA THETA

-

Come show off your chess playing skills at the
Seattle University Chess Tournament 2003

-

On the Move Award
OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES AND RECREATION (OAR)

May 31, 2003, Saturday
9a.m.-3 p.m. or so
Sign up at Res Halls, CAC, and Collegia

Outstanding First Year Award ULTIMATEFRISBEE CLUB

-

Advisor Award ofExcellence
DR. GARY CHAMBERLAIN

Prizes,snacks, and raffles.
Entry is FREE!

Outstanding Cultural Club Award and goes to

If you have more questions contact Sam Koat

VIETNAMESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION (VSA).

koh3@seattleu.edu.

Thank you again for your nominations and a two-thumbs up to allthe
recipients for their hard work.

Funded by ASSU

CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS
"interested in supporting lifef\ (^
Tennis Club ~^\ /Get Involved!
Then join Students for Life!
Take ACTION!
from 4.6
T
are
„ .
Come
.
.
.
°
S mUCh d°' ° llttle dmC""
Fnday and SundayEvery Tuesday 7:30 in the sfudent Center
practices
_,

to our meetings:
at

Issues we are against:

.

j

<il.minu
kmimi^
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,

Contact Carl Bergquist at: bergquc@seattleu.edu
I
with
<mv questions.
nn<»ctir>nc
/
with any
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S

,-..,
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For more information contact Alicia Katnik at

■

Contact Tashm van Hattum for upcoming
volunteer opportunities.

All are welcome.
"
xt
No experience needed.

the death penalty
abortion
euthanasia
katnika@seattleu.edu

c

J\^

E-mail Taslim at: vanhat@seattleu.edu
ACTION!ACTION!

Check us out on the web: http://www.seattleu.edu/assu/index.htm
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100. For Sale
200 Help wanted
300. Volunteers

200. Help Wanted
SUMMER CAMP JOBS
men and women. Hidden
Valley Camp (Granite Falls,
WA) needs resident staff (6/

14/03-8/22/03). Room/
Board/Salary. Positions include: Counselors, lifeguards, drivers, kitchen staff
and more. Spend your summer in a beautiful setting
while in worthwhile employment. Interviews available on
campus. Please call:
(425) 844-8896
or e-mail us at:
livc-wa@ix.netcom.comfor
more information.
Internship in the heart of
KOMO 4's newsroom! Work
with TV anchors, reporters,
producers to create rocking
news promotion spots. You
must love and want to improve
your writing and video production skills plus be able to
work under sometimes stressful breaking news situations.
Must have great attitude and
able to work 15-20 hours per
week weekday afternoons.
This Summer/Fall '03 internship is for credit only and is

_

Marketplace
-i

■

■

13
-.

400. Services
500. For Bent
600. Misc.

LlaS S 1t IBCLS

open to allJuniors andSeniors
preferably pursuinga Communication, Journalism, or Public Relations degree, Send resume, cover letter, and writing
samples to KOMO 4 television, ATTN: Human Resources/NewsbriefInternship,
140 4th Aye. N., Seattle, WA
98109. For more info visit
www.komotv.com. No phone
inquiries please. EOE.
KOMO 4 Television is cur-

DOES EXERCISE make
your ASTHMA ACT UP??
Do you needalbuterol during
or after physical activity
(walking across campus,
working our)? ASTHMA,
Inc. is conducting a research
study for asthma that is sensitive to exercise. 6 visits in
as little as 2 weeks, up to $600
reimbursement for time and
travel. ASTHMA, Inc. 206525-5520OR
888-400-7765.
rently accepting applications
ASTHMA, Inc. is located
for summer internships.
near U-Village. Call for more
KOMO is looking for
energetic,dependable, information!
hardworking people who are
500.For Rent
interested in learning about
broadcasting in a fast-paced APT. FOR RENT
environment. Internships in- 1 BR $625, 2 BR $750 1
clude TV news, sports, pro- block from SU, corner 13th
duction, and community rela- Ave/E Remington Ct. Utilitions. These internships are ties included.
for credit only and are open Call 206 232-9865
to Juniorsand Seniors preferablypursuing a Communica- Tastefully restored studio in
tion, Journalism, or Public classic brick; quiet, upper
floor, huge walk-in-in closet,
Relations degree. Send resume and cover letter to vi- leaded windows original
sion, ATTN: Human Re- moldings, 2 1/2 blocks from
sources, 140 4th Aye. N., Se- S.U., 1422 E. Union, no
attle, WA 98109. Complete smoking or pets $645, (206)
details at www.komotv.com 323-4329.

The Spectator

Phone: (206) 296-6474

Fax: (206) 296-6477

E-mail:
adinfo@seattleu.edu

Personals
Jenn,

Erin Smerin,
You'rethe bestestFrenchand What are you wearin, turn the
math partner ever. Let's frown, upside down, and tostudy over soup.
morrow we'll go out on town
Seeper,
Hope you have a great time
in Montana with the family!
It'll be great. I'm glad you're
going! Ilove you. See you at
the train tomorrow.
Weasle

Joey,
You're so dreamy, we all love
you up on 7! Keep walking
around in your boxers and
fuelfilling our fantasies!
Much love,
Your ankle and
earlobe girls!

PERSONALS
DROP

(and get down).

BOX IS

AVAILABLE

The CalcuttaClub would like
to thank everyone who supported us at our Bachelor/
Bachelorette Date Auction.
With all your help we were
able to raise $3060.
Thank You

AT
THE CAC

Karin G,
You're the coolest girl in the
world, Ihope your week is
rocking.
From that dorky guy
that draws pictures.

DROP ONE IN
TODAY!

HappyBirthday to Bey! Viet! Julialicious,
Jebs! Brian! Bryson! Much You'll never look vicious,
Fr-eek! for sure, but Pilates
love to you.
are the cure, so puffy Ihope
From FAMMAF!
you comb your hair.
Courtney,
Roommates 4 life. Seattle U, Duh, Juncan
today, tomorrow, forever. Glass, glass, brown beautiful
glassknown above allfor her
Total eclipse of the heart.
Love, Amelia
beautiful smile.

THEY ARE FREE
AND
APPEAR INEVERY
ISSUE.

TRY IT!
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Editorial
Absorb the many options
Seattle offers you
Somewhere, on a college campus not too far away from here,
there is a Black student who can't get into a "White" sorority for
obvious reasons.
Somewhere there is a church group vehemently protesting a
collegeproduction ofacontroversial play. Maybeit's "The Vagina
Monologues" or "The Laramie Project." Maybe it's just "Hair."
And at one high school in rural Georgia, students are justgetting
their photos back and paying the limo bills from the their separate
White and Black proms (recently highlighted in Scan Reid's column,"Nothing Happened Last Week").
Fortunately,most of you won't have such restrictions put onyour
hi^h education experience(high school is, after all, considered
higher education in some parts of rural Georgia).
Butthisisn'toneof those"Seattle Uis sogreat"editorials.Rather,
the message is this;consider yourself lucky you are spending these
years in a place like Seattle.
Not tosay that Seattleis thebestcity around,but lookaround you.
Look at the city. Look at this newspaper if you're too lazy to crack
a window.
There is something for any and everyone;and a lot of itis within
walking distance from your school. We did acover story on the
different sights and sounds for thosenew to Seattleinour first issue,
but it still applies today. Because none of us has experienced
everythingjust yet.
Sometime in the next three weeks you can walk a few blocks off
campus andcatch someof the films at theSeattleInternational Film
Festival.Armed with just a few (well,more than a few) bucks, you
can check out movies about all kinds of strange and interesting
things, some of which you might actually relate to.
During the school year you can see a college basketball,softball,
soccer or volleyball game, or a swimming or track meet. You can
go lo schoolp\ays andmusicals oncampus, andallkindsofdiverse
entertainment offcampus. Youcan see guest speakers from Africa,
Asia, Europe, Central America and everywhere else in between,
andattend readings of books you were supposed to read for class.
Gary Atkins, a professor in the Communications department, is
holdingreadings for thebook he wrote,Gay Seattlein the next few
weeks.
Ifthat's not your cup of tea, you can go see aMariners game, hit
a nightclub or act like you're cool'in a real-life pool hall.
Youmight not beinto allof what s beingoffered here,but the fact
that the option is there is part of what you're supposed to do in
college: grow up, make choices, figure yourself out, then be
yourself.

New bill invades liberties
Thismeasure is most likely 'well menknow howintrusive this measure is to us. We must demonstrate
tantly disregards OUR First and how we value civil liberties and
Fourth Amendment Rights. This how the Domestic Security Endelusional bill aims to enhance our hancement Actwouldviolatethem.
security,but it has the potential to
Was George W. Bush thinking
do moreharm than good. Support- about our future and justicefor our
ersclaim that if ameasure like this students whenPatriot ActIdirected
was implemented before 9/11, the the U.S. Attorney General's office
intended',but itisludicrous. Itbla-

Megan Lee

Spectator Columnist
TheDomestic SecurityEnhanceAct of 2003 is a sneaky bill
being pushed through the legislature.Thishush-hushmeasureislosing momentum, but it is stilldead
scary. Itis not onlypotential terrorists who will be targeted; this bill
ment

catastrophe"couldhave"been pre-

to electronically collect informa-

vented.
Idon't think so, and Iwonder if
justice wason their minds.
Casually, TheNational Security
EnhancementActmay appearhelpfuland justified,but terrorists don't
care. Theyare terrorists,by definition they instigate terror. Being

tion from educational institutions
hosting international studentsfrom
selectedcountries? This segment
of thePatriot Act then partnered up
withtheStudentandExchange Visitor Information System (SEVIS), a
datacollectingorganization theINS

has been developing since 1996.

scared ofthem is letting them win. Bush'sActs of'Patriotism'are conhas the potential to mess with li- It is nearly impossible to "catch" founding thisintrusion.
brarians,activists,studentsand any- thembefore they"strike."Itis futile
Educational institutions are required to participate in SEVIS or
one whoappreciates civil rights.
to think wecan.
face notbeing able to hostinterThis act, the 'follow-up' to
thePatriotAct Iwhich was hast- |
| national students. Patriot Act I
TheSpectator Editorial Board consists of Nicole Retana, ily passed on Oct. 26, 2001, is
authorized $36.8 million to de—
Scan Reid, Austin L. Burton and JC Santos. Signed more than justdisconcerting. It
velop SEVIS in schools
COMMENTARIES REFLECT THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT
is abominable.
schools suffering from decreasbill,
This
according
ing
budgets. I ask, where the
to
thenonNECESSARILY OF THE SPECTATOR, SEATTLE UNIVERSITY OR ITS
government's priority is here?
partisan Center forPublic IntegSTUDENT BODY.
rity, will allow OUR governI have spent time in a few
ment to:
Muslim countries and they are
Secretly detain citizens.
intrinsically no different than
-Expandlawenforcement
and
'US'. Theyarepeoplefirst. They
gatheringauthority.
care
abouttheir (amiIiesand their
intelligence
"
- Access a citizen's credit re3 BATTLE ■+— U niVERSITY
futures just like us. The people
Keeping Watch Since 1933
ports without a subpoena.
should not be punished it is
Create new death penalty
their governments we have isNicoleRetana, Editor-in-Chief
Abby Laxa,Staff Photographer
sues with. There is noreason to
provisions.
Austin L.Burton, Co-Managing
Seth Cooper,Editorial Artist
Ease restrictions of use on
furtherperpetuateblanketingdisEditor, Copy Editor
MeganMyers,StaffCartoonist
crimination
onstudents working
secret evidence.
Scan Reid, Co-Managing Editor,
Bonnie Lav,Business Manager
themselves,
periworking to
Extend
authorization
to
better
Villa,
OnlineEditor
Maria
AdvertisingManager
allegedly
secret
The
first
Patriot
to
move
Act,
past unwiretaps
compile
ods
for
and
Internet
the
skills
Boudreau,
Johnson,
NewsEditor
Distribution
Greg
Jamila
a
These
hastily
passed
dictatorships.
surveillance.
written
and
then
fair
rulers
and
Zell,
Sports
Nate
Editor
Manager
- Conduct domestic wiretapping monthafter 9/11,is rumored tonot studentsunder surveiIlance are givSantos,
Guillen,
Editor
Tomas
Advisor
Opinion
JC
without a court order for 15 days have been read thoroughly by the ingeverything topossibly improve
Michael Quiroz,FeaturesEditor
Staff writers:RyannCooper,
following a congressional authori- Senators who votedon it.Spawned the wayoflife intheirhistoric homeKimburlyErvin,Marissa Cruz,
Christina Soghomonian, A & E
zationofuseofforceoranattack on by theJusticeDepartment, this tem- land. Should they beforce-fedparaEditor
JeanWahlborg.
the USA.
porary anti-terrorismbill will only noia?
Mark Bonicillo,Copy Editor
We as a country wouldbe better
Establish a new "terrorist-re- last through New Years2005. ConAmy Howell,PhotoEditor
gressionallegislativeand commit- spending $36.8 million on actual
lated" DNA database
The Spectatoris the official student newspaperof Seattle University.
Criminalize librarians who tee staff have been anticipating a education insteadof surveillance of
follow-up measure for some time education.
It is published every Thursday, exceptduring holidays andexamination refuse todisclose information.
Empower the government to now. Thistimeletus pray they read
And for librarians...theLibrary is
periods, for a total of 28issues during the 2002-2003 academic year.
remove Americancitizenship from it thoroughly.
not sitting quietly; they are vocally
POSTMASTER:Send address changes to: The Spectator, Seattle personsbelonging to or supporting
We as Americans must do our
University,900 Broadway,Seattle, WA 98122. U.S.P.S.No. 2783 disfavored political groups.
See Security, page 15
part to let senators and congress-

We as a country

-

—

-

-

"
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would be better
spending $36.8
million on actual
education instead of
surveillance of
education.
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Unifying SU's diversity
this false multiculturalism tends to
defeat the very goal it wanted to
achieve:cultural orracial harmony.
By exaggerating and overemphasizing differences, cultural or ethnicgroups tendtodefinethemselves
only by their differences, thus creating division and a "me versus
them" mentality. Slogans abound
from this philosophy: "Black
Power! BrownLove! White Pride!
Yellow Supremacy!" This false
multiculturalism can best be describedas a "mixed salad"; werecognizeeachother's differences and
celebrate them as fervently as we

Students of color tend to form
racial orethnic cliques; even more,
white studentsmight feeldividedor
even threatened by such a fervent
display of ethnic pride by students
ofcolor.
Please do notmisunderstand me.
Iam not against the existence of
against
such ethnicclubs.Nor am I
having pride in one's ethnicity. I
realize the positive powers ofethnic prideandcelebrating one'sculture. Imyself even performed a
traditional dancefor the BarrioFiesta for the United FilipinoClub.
But mypoint is that wehere at SU
can.
celebrate our differences so much
Now that we have seen the two that we enduplimiting our identity
divisions of multiculturalism, we to only our race or ethnicity. And
must ask which do we practice at when welimit ourselvesto onenarSU.
row identity, we form cliques and
Sadly, ourschoolleans too faron closeourselvesoff frompeople who
the side of false or "mixed salad" aredifferent than us.Consequently,
multiculturalism.We see andexpe- we miss out on great friendships or
relationships with others
whoare different than us.

Letters to the editor
deem them innocent, for the prosecution need only prove that the
accused knew their actions were
wrong.
Italsodoes notassume that they
are not a danger to society. Although Iview capital punishment
as an inhumane practice, Ifind it
particularly disturbing that anyone
would deemit acceptable for those
criminals wantingofoverallmental
wellness. Not only does Burton
consider it an option, heeven contends that mentally ill criminals
should receive the death sentence
more readily than their sane counterparts,an argumentsoludicrously
illadvised that1can only wonderif
his whole article is some subtlycrafted satire.

Insane lack of
compassion

AustinL.Burton's piece on the
death penalty and the criminally
insane reflects a ridiculously simplistic, not tomention uninformed,
view ofthecriminal justice system.
MARK BONICILLO
For one thing, it assumes that the
Copy Editor
courts automatically deem anyone
who"actscrazy"assuch.Butthat's
There's a subtle yet potent phientirely conceivable, because I'm
losophy that is subconsciously insure that no judge or jury could
grained and practiced among SU
even conceive of the idea that an
students and faculty. Its appeal is
accused criminal might lie about
alluring and liked by all.Its power
is dangerous and divisive.
his/her mental stability inorder to
getoff easy.
Anditsnameismulticulturalism.
exact,
When actually deemed insane,
Or to be more
false
Burtonhas them sent off to aminimulticulturalism. For those wonmum-security country club where
dering what this means, let me define the terms.
authorities view escape as a gross KevinMFoy,freshman,premajor
violation of the honor system. I
There are mainly two types of
multiculturalism
wonderifBurtonhasevervisitedan View more letters at
practiced in colinstitution for thecriminally insane. www.spectator-online.com
leges across the
We stay withinourcom- Thereference inhis article to One
country, including
fort zone and fail to take Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest
Moreover,
full advantage of the di- seemed especially fitting, for Iin- The Spectator welcomes the
stantly hada visionofinmates toss- campus community's comThe first type of
versity of SU's campus
multiculturalismis
Wemiss out on the oppor- ing sinks through windows and ments. Please limit letters to
tunity tolearnfrompeople bounding out into the wilderness, 350
the authentic variwordsandinclude your
ety. This type recdifferent than us andulti- because it's just that easy.
Perhaps the most chilling senti- year, major and/or affiliaognizes the differmately fail atcreatingcomor
ences of each indimunity. Is not one of the ment inBurton's article,however, tion withSeattle University.
vidual yet it does
goals ofcollege tolearn to is its generallack of compassion. Submit them by mail or to
not overemphasize
In acknowledging someone's in- spectator@seattleu.eduby
accept and toleratediffersanity, we acknowledge that the
to
these differences
Monday before print. The
thepointof division
Instead of a real com- [sic] lack some of thebasic mental '
reserves the right
and civil conflict.
munity, webecome just a componentsofarationaladult.That Spectator
\
Moreover,
authentic rience iteverywhere,yet we areso cluster of sub-communities. At doesnot necessarily meanthat we to edit submissions.
nuiilicuIturalismseeksharmonyand unaware of it because we are so
worst, weareadivided studentbody
peace between different ethnic or used to it.
that resents eachother. At best, we
religiousgroupsthroughunity.This
Just lookaround campus andsee are adivided student bodythat feels
What about the Spanish InquisiFrom page 14
unity is attained when individuals such unknowing divisionbetween detached withother groups.
tion?
seating
set aside their differences and dein
What we need at SU is a belief
students. Look at the
about
this
concerned
ToquoteGeorge W. Bush at the
fine themselves as one people in Cherry Street Market. Look at the and practice of authentic
"enhancement"issue. We canagree signing ceremony of Patriot Act I,
solidarity toacommon goal:peace. groups of students in your dorm multiculturalism. We need to put
that librarians area well-informed, "This bill takes into account the
This authentic multiculturalism is lobby.Lookat yourcircle offriends. our pride of school in front of our
group. For them to be new realitiesanddangersposed by
intellectual
best seen as a "melting pot"; we Look at the people you hang out pride ofrace,ethnicity,sexualprefis big, so we must heed modern terrorists."
up-in-arms
recognize each other's differences, with at parties, clubs or bars.Look erence,religion, orany otherdiffertheir
concerns.
Idisagree.Thesemodern terrorbut we unite as one people for the at your roommate. Look at your ence.
Thelibrarians Ihave spoken with istsheischasing are suicidal blips
sakeof peace.
preferencesfordating.Lookat your
And we must realize that we are
expressedlyagainst theDomes- on a radar screen, and these fish
The
second
of reactiontoethniccelebration events. SU students/?"/;and a black, white, are
type
tic Security Enhancement Act of willswimright through Mr. Bush's
is
multiculturalism
false
Even a friend ofmine, who is a Filipino, Japanese, Hispanic, gay,
2003. TheSeattle Public Library is smokescreen. They are suicidal,
multiculturalism. Italso recognizes student of color, told me that she lesbian. Catholic, and Muslim sec- circulating
bookmarks warningthe therefore irrational, 'vigilantes'
the differences of each individual, didn't join a certain ethnic club be- ond.
oftheimplicationssurround- hell bent on destruction. These
public
but it exaggeratesthem to the belief cause she thought that they "stuck Mark Bonicillo is a senior ing
this bill. The SPL "keeps the Acts of Patriotism are chasing
that "my difference alone defines to themselves too much".She said philosophy and humanities minimum
number ofrecordsneces- windmills.
me and I deserve such rights and she wantedto meet new anddifferat sary for maintaining operations."
major.
Contact
him
We as informed college students
privilegesbecauseofit." Moreover, ent peopleinstead.
bonicim @seattleu.edu
Oncea book isturned in or taken off and the future leaders of America
hold, there is no record kept; they need to be mindful of this hideous
are not participating in the witch idea, and do what ever we can to
hunt.
stoplegislationofthis kind. Itis our
Librarians, 'suspected' terrorists
PHONE:
MAIL:
government, our future and our
ni^k
and international students, are not country. It is time to protect OUR

authentic
multiculturalism seeks harmony
andpeace between different
ethnic religious groups
through unity.
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the onlyones affected, butalso activists. Many fear that groups like
PETA andGreenpeace,people who
engage in protestsinvolving active
and physical conflicts, would be
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Maybe the applications of this
new type of patriotism are few and
far between but the potentiality is

there. Citizens will be targeted inevitably and it will most likely do
As Americancitizens, we cannot moreharmthan good. Thisisinherand should not sit idly by while the ently the type of thing George
government sets up measures that Orwell warned modern society
abolish civil rights. We need to re- about a long timeago.
member the rights our forefathers
Inmost cases anounceof prevenvaliantly fought for! Isuggest let- tion is worth a pound of cure but I
ting anyone who will listen know don't think the Domestic Security
that we the people do not support Enhancement Act is any kind of
this.
cure. This surface measure is just
You can argue it doesn't affect exacerbatingthe problem.
me. I'm OK. What have I done?
'
But that' s the whole thing; youdon t
need todo anything.Rememberthe MeganLeeisaseniorjournalism
Nazis? Remember how arbitrary major. Contact her at
their cultural assessments were. leems@seattleu.edu
targeted.
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